
Drawing 
Fundamentals



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oYDMTvAZeo


Dexterity & 
Process





Holding the pencil with your thumb, index and middle 
fingers, like writing. This grip is more comfortable for using 
the tip of the pencil. Not practical to use the side. It’s also 
comfortable to control with your fingers to draw very small 
precise lines. So, it’s good for small strokes and thin lines 
that are uniform in weight.

Holding your hand over the pencil. Your hand should be 
relaxed with the fingers and thumb lightly holding the pencil. 
You can still use the tip of the pencil by one of two ways. If 
drawing on a horizontal surface like a tabletop, simply bend 
the wrist forward a bit. If drawing on a vertical surface such as 
a pad resting on your knees or an easel, you can flip your wrist 
upside down to use the tip. Along with the tip, the overhand 
grip allows you to use the side, which is much more versatile 
than the tip. You can get thick soft lines, thin lines, and a 
transition between the two.



The wrist serves well for small strokes and details. The shoulder serves well for short AND long strokes. 
It’s much better for steady lines and fluid gestural 
lines.



The pencil should actually 
point back towards the 
artist.  Marks are made with 
the tip and the backside of 
the tip of the pencil. This 
grip allows the artist to 
clearly see the marks as 
they are made since the 
hand and the fingers are out 
of the way.

This grip is used for forceful 
applications of the material 
onto the surface.  The 
pencil lays almost parallel 
to the drawing surface, 
forcing the side of the tip of 
the pencil to make contact.  
The result is a strong mark 
that has potential for width 
variance.  This grip is great 
for filling in large areas of 
the medium quickly.  This 
grip also forces the use of 
the shoulder in the drawing 
process.

This grip is perfect for 
creating light and 
delicate marks.  It’s 
also great for when 
you are making visual 
comparisons on the 
surface and laying out 
the composition. 
Generally the tip of 
the pencil is what 
makes contact on the 
drawing surface.

This grip  forces you to 
draw with your shoulder 
instead of just your wrist.  
This is essential to 
“loosening up” with your 
drawing, which will 
actually lead to better 
drawing. This grip is 
perfect for loose marks 
and laying out drawing 
for this very reason.  For 
drawing large, this grip is 
– by far, one of the best.  
You can also create the 
greatest variety of marks 
using this grip as well.

Using this grip only limits 
what we can do with our 
drawings. The tip of the 
pencil is what makes 
contact with the surface.  
There is a lot of control 
with this grip, which 
makes it great for 
details.



Using your pencil or 

paintbrush 

as a guide

Start video at 2:31

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IR8-INEaHk


Draw what you 
see, not what you 
know.



Instructional Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYwbHO6tYD8


Contour Lines











Line Weight or Line Variation
Exterior lines are the thickest. Our brain sees 
them as silhouettes.

● The further back in space an object is, the thinner the lines will be

The smaller lines are for details on 
a plane

Medium lines are used for plane 
changes, where one side touches 
another side

Ground your object by darkening the lines 
connecting your object to ground

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEYQe_81M4U


Elements of Art Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7s1OTe-0Dkk


Principles of Design Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oecAgxZtRPU


Building with 
Basic Shapes



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQ9LRsU8Mfs




Creating 
Perspective





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iKtcb4ZpfU














Building with 
Form





Think with Forms Form VS Line

Shape VS Form

https://design.tutsplus.com/articles/think-with-forms-not-lines-take-your-drawing-to-the-next-level--cms-24486


Tutorial

https://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/quick-tip-turn-a-side-view-into-a-3d-view-in-photoshop--cms-23478
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Rendering







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEzJH-JrAdw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-FyUQc6I


Draw a sphere, using a rendering 
technique to make it appear 3D.

The light is coming from the 
top right. Don’t forget your 
shadow!



Figure Drawing



How To Draw Humans  PDF on our website

How To Draw Humans  Slideshow

https://mizgreenwood.weebly.com/uploads/1/2/1/4/121461016/humans_hs.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FYJRV14sDm5t7edDFNljtsJEB6CiqvPlfhDl7lSDzuY/edit?usp=sharing


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGMo4B8WqX8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkOhRYBiLpY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cRd4iGH_GY


Loomis Method

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAOldLWIDSM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JC2ZppKHCqU


Shadows







poser
Gesture Drawing

You will need 
these >




